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㈜영앤콘텐츠
Young&Contents Co., Ltd is distributing Korean broadcasting contents to worldwide.

Y&C’s CEO, Lee Hyo-young had worked for KBS Media for more than 26 years as a head of Global Marketing Department. After having worked as a CEO for Hunus Entertainment which is a drama production & management company for 2 years, then He established his own company.

During his working for KBS Media, He was one of the most distinguished contributors to the export of Korean contents that led the distribution of numerous dramas such as “Winter Sonata,” “Full House,” and “Boys Over Flowers” to global markets. Currently, He runs Y&C, a global distributor specializing in Korean wave contents, and is responsible for the spread of Korean wave contents to worldwide.

After He got independent, He has been selling a lot of Korean dramas to many countries, which are high quality dramas like <The King Loves>(MBC), <My Little Baby>(MBC) as well as SBS entertainment variety program <Flower Cards>, MBN drama <It's ok, Mom>, <It's ok, Dad>. Plus, Some newly planned dramas <Prometheus>, <Star City>, <Sweet Revenge>, <Melting Heart>, and music entertainment program <Sing For You>, <Idol Live TV>, etc.

Y&C is now distributing some brand-new dramas <Casting a Spell to you>, <TOP MANAGEMENT>, <Oh My Captain!>, <At The Moment>, etc. And Y&C is also selling Korean IPs(Format or Remake Rights) to other countries and doing advertising business like PPL for broadcasting programs.

Mr. Lee has very decent & strong relationships with many TV stations & drama productions. So He is one of the most credible distributor based on CEO Mr. Lee's long-term career & broad networks. Y&C is also doing Merchandising businesses like BTS goods, K-POP goods, dramas goods, etc. And Y&C started to join some co-productions of Korean dramas & etc on the basis of his distribution & business know-hows.

Y&C is a expecting company that will be rapidly growing to a global big contents group. We hope that we can make a long-term partnership and a win-win relationship in the near future.
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K-Drama Goods Item
Part 1

Gobblin MD Goods - 도깨비

Gobblin MD Goods

Item: Bogle, Bogle gel Blue, Poipot, Tricat, Black Hugs, Bogle Baby Keying, Bogle Neck Cushion, Bracelet _Bogle Blue, Bracelet _Bogle Blue, Bracelets_Black Hugs, Blalck gelpen, Poipot gelpen, Bogle gelpen, Blue gelpen, Tricat gelpen, Coin purse (wink), Coin purse (smile)

Character: Bogle, Poipot, Tricat, Black Hugs

Please contact our E-mail for availability, arrangements and features or further information.

These items are available for bulk purchase.
Part 1

Gobblin MD Goods - 도깨비

Bogle
16*13*27

Boglegel Blue
15*12*27

Poipot
10.5*8.5*15

Tricat
15*12*27

Black Hugs
15*12*27

Bogle Baby Keyring
10*6.5

Bogle Neck Cushion
33*30*10

Bracelet Bogle Blue
21*2.5, 6*5

Bracelet Bogle Blue
21*2.5, 6*5

Bracelet Black Hugs
21*2.5, 6*5
Part 1

Gobblin MD Goods - 도깨비

Blalck gelpen 14cm

Poipot gelpen 14cm

Poipot gelpen 14cm

Blue gelpen 14cm

Tricat gelpen 14cm

Coin purse(wink) 10*9.5

Coin purse(smile) 10*9.5
Crash Landing On You MD Goods

**Item** : Jelly Case(Galaxy S10 5G, Iphone X, XS, XR, XS MAX, 11, 11 PRO, 11 PRO MAX, LG 30), Grip, Clothes(Mantoman, Hood), O.S.T

**Character** : Heart

Please contact our E-mail for availability, arrangements and features or further information.

These Items are available for bulk purchase.
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Crash Landing On You MD Goods – 사랑의 불시착

K-Drama Goods

Phone Jelly Case
Galaxy S10 5G, Iphone X, XS, XR, XS MAX, 11, 11 PRO, 11 PRO MAX, LG 30

Grip
Mini, M L, BIG

Clothes (Mantoman, Hood)
Mini, M, L, BIG

O.S.T
Part 6

Descendants of the Sun MD Goods – 태양의 후예

Descendants of the Sun MD Goods

**Item**: Neukun M, Hayang M, Neukun & Hayang S

**Character**: Neukun, Hayang

*Please contact our E-mail for availability, arrangements and features or further information.*

*These Items are available for bulk purchase.*
Part 1

Descendants of the Sun MD Goods – 태양의 후예

- Neukun M
  16cm * 15cm * 24.5cm

- Hayang M
  16cm * 15cm * 24.5cm

- Neukun & Hayang S
Part 2

K-Pop Goods Item
BT21 MD Goods - LINE FRIENDS X BTS

**BT21 (LINE FRIENDS X BTS)**

**Item**:
- Stamp, PVC Punch, PVC Mini Pouch, Shoulder Bag, Canvass Volume Pouch, Line Note, Stick Pencil Case, Figure Gel Pen, BT21 Cable Band, Acryl Keyring, Silicone Lock, Wrist Cushion, Fit Mask, Clear Sticker, Soft Sticker, Deco Sticker, Deco Set1, Deco Set2, Epoxy Sticker, Pu Pouch, Tattoo Sticker, Wall Deco Sticker, Pu Laptop Pouch 13”/15”, Swing Pin Badge(1/2/3/4/5), Airpot Case(1/2), Monitor Figure, Wireless Silent Keyboard, Wireless Silent Mouse, LED Mood Lamp, DIY Passport & Card Case

**Character**:
- KOYA, TATA, CHIMI, RJ, SHOOKY, COOKY, MANG

https://www.bt21.com/main

Please contact our E-mail for availability, arrangements and features or further information. These Items are available for bulk purchase.
BT21 MD Goods - LINE FRIENDS X BTS

Character Goods

- Stamp
- PVC Pouch
- PVC Mini Pouch
- Shoulder Bag
- Canvass Volume Pouch
- Line Note
- Stick Pencil Case
- Figure Gel Pen
Part 2

BT21 MD Goods - LINE FRIENDS X BTS

- BT21 Cable Band
- Acryl Keyring
- Silicone Lock
- Wrist Cushion
- Fit Mask
- Clear Sticker
- Soft Sticker
- Deco Sticker
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BT21 MD Goods - LINE FRIENDS X BTS

Character Goods

- Deco Set 1
- Deco Set 2
- Epoxy Sticker
- Pu Pouch
- Tattoo Sticker
- Wall Deco Sticker
- Pu Laptop Pouch 13"
- Pu Laptop Pouch 15"
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BT21 MD Goods - LINE FRIENDS X BTS

Pu Cable Pouch

???

???

???

???

Airpot Case 1
Part 2

BT21 MD Goods - LINE FRIENDS X BTS

Character Goods

Airpot Case 2

Monitor Figure

DIY Passport & Card Case

Wireless Silent Keyboard

LED Mood Lamp

Wireless Silent Mouse
K-Pop MD Goods

Item: 21 university kit, 15 photocard binder book, photocard, brush, shirts, T-shirts, keyring, picnic set, photo magnet, badge, light sticks, etc.

Please contact our E-mail for availability, arrangements and features or further information.

These Items are available for bulk purchase.
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K-Pop MD Goods - Goods

- TWICE 21 University Kit
- TWICE 15 Photo Card Binder Book
- TWICE 20 Photo & Sticker Set
- TWICE 19 Image Picket
- TWICE 17 Lenticular Photo Card
- Black Pink Tangle Angel Brush
- Black Pink Sweat Shirts
- Black Pink T-Shirts
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K-Pop MD Goods - Goods

- Super M Photo Projection Keyring
- Super Junior Photo Projection Keyring
- Taeyoun Photo Projection Keyring
- EXO Photo Projection Keyring
- TVXQ Photo Projection Keyring
- Red Velvet Photo Projection Keyring
- Ikon Continue Encore Tumbler
- Ikon Continue Encore Keyring
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K-Pop MD Goods - Goods

- ikon YG BOX
- ikon Picnic Set
- ikon Continue Encore Acrylic Photo Filter Magnet
- ikon Continue Encore Post Card Book
- Ikon Kemistry PVC Neon Pouch

- Ikon Kemistry Badge
- X1 Badge Set Premier Show-Con
- X1 Keyring Premier Show-Con
- X1 Tote Bag & Film Photo Card Premier Show-Con
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K-Pop MD Goods – Light Stick

- EXO Light Stick
- EXO Light Stick Keyring
- Wanna One Light Stick
- Seventeen Carat Bong
- GOT7 Light Stick
- iKON Light Stick
- WINNER Light Stick
- Pentagon Light Stick
Part 2

K-Pop MD Goods – Light Stick

- NCT Light Stick
- NCT Light Stick keyring
- MAMAMOO Light Stick
- Park Ji-Hoon Light Stick
- Black Pink Light Stick
- Black Pink Light Stick Keyring
- MONSTA X Light Stick
- MONSTA X Light Stick Keyring
Part 2

K-Pop MD Goods – Light Stick

Super Junior Light Stick
Super Junior Keyring
TWICE Light Stick
TWICE Light Stick Keyring
IZONE
X1
MONSTA X Light Stick
MONSTA X Light Stick Keyring
AB6IX
Part 3

Movie, K-Pop, K-Drama
Books & Album
**K-Pop MD Goods – Books & Album**

**Books:** Parasite Storyboard, Parasite Scenario, HIGHCUT BTS, HIGH CUT, Maps, VOGUE, D-icon, TWICEZINE, Cook Book.


Please contact our E-mail for availability, arrangements and features or further information.

These items are available for bulk purchase.
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K-Pop MD Goods - Books

- Parasite Storyboard Story Book
- Parasite Scenario Scenario Book
- High Cut BTS Magazine
- High Cut Vol.259 Black Pink: Jennie Megazine
- High Cut Black Pink: Jennie Magazine
- Maps AB6IX Magazine
- VOGUE Black Pink: Lisa Magazine
- VOGUE Black Pink: Rose Magazine
**Part 3**

**K-Pop MD Goods - Books**

- Vogue Black Pink: Jennie Magazine
- Vogue Black Pink: Jisoo Magazine
- D-Icon TWICE, You only live once 03 MOMO Magazine
- D-Icon TWICE, You only live once 05 Jihyo Magazine
- TWICEZINE 16 TWICEZINE TWICE UNIV. Magazine
- TWICEZINE 21 TWICEZINE TWICE UNIV. Magazine
- TWICEZINE 29 TWICEZINE TWICE UNIV. Magazine
- Special Meal Cook Book Lee-Teuk 20.01.08 (Super Junior)
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

BTS CD
[MAP OF THE SOUL : 7]
(Ver. 1 + Ver. 2 + Ver. 3 + Ver. 4)

BTS CD
MAP OF THE SOUL : PERSONA

BTS CD
LOVE YOURSELF 結 ‘Answer’

BTS CD
Album Vol.3
[LOVE YOURSELF 轉 ‘Tear’]
(Y Ver.) (O Ver.) (U Ver.) (R Ver.)

BTS Magazine
D-icon
Vol.2 BTS Behind the scene
(2018) * First press

BTS Blu-Ray
2017 BTS Live Trilogy
EPISODE III
THE WINGS TOUR in Seoul CONCERT

BTS CD
Mini Album Vol.5 [LOVE YOURSELF 承 Her]
(Random Ver.)

BTS CD
You Never Walk Alone
(Random Ver.)

K-Pop Goods
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

BTS CD
[花樣年華 Part.2] Young Forever (Random ver.)

BTS CD
Mini Album Vol.4 [花樣年華 Part.2]
(Random ver.)

BTS CD
Mini Album Vol.3 [花樣年華 Part.1]
(Random ver.)

BTS CD
Vol. 1 [DARK&WILD]

BTS CD
Mini Album Vol. 1 [O!RUL8.2?]

BTS CD
[WINGS : You Never Walk Alone]
(LEFT ver.)

BTS CD
Mini Album Vol. 2 [Skool Luv Affair]
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

- **ASTRO**
  - CD
  - Mini Album Vol.6 [BLUE FLAME]
  - DVD
  - ASTRO The 2nd ASTROAD to Seoul [STAR LIGHT]

- **Black Pink**
  - Photobook, etc.
  - BLACKPINK’s 2020 WELCOMING COLLECTION
  - CD
  - [2CD SET] Mini Album Vol.2 [KILL THIS LOVE](Ppink) (Black) Random
  - CD
  - Mini Album Vol. 1 [SQUARE UP] (Ppink) (Black) Random

- **JENNIE**
  - JENNIE [SOLO]
  - Photobook
  - EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION

- **GOT7**
  - DVD
  - GOT7 2019 WORLD TOUR 'KEEP SPINNING' IN SEOUL DVD
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

GOT7 BLU-RAY
GOT7 2019 WORLD TOUR
‘KEEP SPINNING’ IN SEOUL
BLU-RAY

GOT7 CD
GOT7 MINI ALBUM

GOT7 BLU-RAY
I GOT7 5TH FAN MEETING
[Dreaming of the soccer king, ‘Fly GOT7’]

GOT7 DVD
I GOT7 5TH FAN MEETING
[Dreaming of the soccer king, ‘Fly GOT7’]

GOT7 CD
SPINNING TOP

GOT7 BLU-RAY
GOT7 2018 WORLD TOUR
‘EYES ON YOU’ Blu-ray

GOT7 BLU-RAY
Present: YOU & ME
Edition

GOT7 CD
Present: YOU
### Part 3

**K-Pop MD Goods – Album**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Album</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOT7 CD</strong></td>
<td>Mini Album Vol.8 [Eyes On You] (Eyes Ver.) (On Ver.) (You Ver.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOT7 CD</strong></td>
<td>Album [7 for 7] (MAGIC HOUR Ver.) (GOLD Ver.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOT7 CD</strong></td>
<td>Album [7 for 7] (PRESENT EDITION) (COZY HOUR 버전) (STARTY HOUR 버전)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HENRY CD</strong></td>
<td>FANTASTIC / 2집 MiniAlbum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HENRY CD</strong></td>
<td>TRAP / MINI ALBUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>iKON CD</strong></td>
<td>Mini Album Vol.3 [i DECIDE] (Random Ver.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>iKON CD</strong></td>
<td>NEW KIDS REPACKAGE Album [THE NEW KIDS] (Random Ver.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>iKON CD</strong></td>
<td>Mini Album [NEW KIDS : CONTINUE] (Random Ver.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

iKON
CD
EP Album [NEW KIDS : THE FINAL]
(Random Ver.)

iKON
CD
Album Vol.2 [Return]
(Random Ver.)

IZ*ONE
CD
CDAmb Vol.1 [BLOOM*IZ]
(I*AM Ver.) (I*WILL Ver.) (I*WAS Ver.)

IZ*ONE
Mini Album [HEART*IZ]
(Sapphire / Violeta)

ITZY
CD
Mini Album Vol.2 [IT’z ME]
(Random Ver.)

ITZY
CD
[IT’z ICY] (Random Ver.)
(second press)

Kang Daniel
CD
Mini Album color on me
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

Ha Sung-Woon
CD
Mini Album Vol.2 [BXXX]

Ha Sung-Woon
CD
Mini Album Vol.1 [My Moment]

Park Ji-Hoon
CD
Mini Album Vol.2
360

MAMAMOO
CD
Moon Byul
Mini Album Vol.2 [Dark Side of the Moon]

MAMAMOO
CD
Album Vol.2 [reality in BLACK]

MAMAMOO
CD
MAMAMOO - Virtual Play Album

MAMAMOO
CD
Mini Album Vol.9 [White Wind]

MAMAMOO
CD
Mini Album Vol.8 [BLUE:S]
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

MAMAMOO
CD
Mini Album Vol.7 [RED MOON]

MAMAMOO
CD
Mini Album Vol.6 [Yellow Flower]

MAMAMOO
CD
Album Vol.1 [Melting]

NCT127
CD
Album Vol.2 [NCT #127 Neo Zone] (Random Ver.)

NCT127
CD
NCT #127 WE ARE SUPERHUMAN

NCT127
CD
Album Vol.1 [NCT #127 Regular-Irregular] (Random Ver.)

NCT127
CD
Mini Album Vol.3 [NCT #127 CHERRY BOMB]

NCT127
CD
Mini Album Vol.2 [NCT #127 LIMITLESS] (Random Ver.)
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

NCT127 CD
Mini Album Vol.1 [NCT #127]

NCT CD
NCT 127 - Album Vol.2 [NCT #127 Neo Zone] (Random Ver.)

NCT CD
NCT DREAM - Mini Album Vol.3 [We Boom] (Random Ver.)

NCT CD
NCT DREAM - Mini Album Vol.2 [We Go Up]

NCT CD
2018 Album [NCT 2018EMPATHY] (Random Ver.)

NCT CD
NCT DREAM - Single Album Vol.1 [The First]

PENTAGON CD
Album Vol.1 [UNIVERSE : THE BLACK HALL] (UPSIDE Ver.)

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.9 [SUM(ME:R)]
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.8 [Genie:us]]

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.7 [Thumbs Up!]

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.6 [Positive]

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.5 [DEMO_02]

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.4 [DEMO_01]

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.3 [CEREMONY]

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.2 [Five
Senses].)

PENTAGON CD
Mini Album Vol.1]
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

Red Velvet CD
RE PACKAGE
[The ReVe Festival Finale] (Finale Ver.)

Red Velvet CD
RE PACKAGE
[The ReVe Festival Finale] (Finale Ver.)

Red Velvet CD
The ReVe Festival Day 2

Red Velvet CD
The ReVe Festival Day 1 (random)

Red Velvet CD
Mini Album Vol.5 RBB

Red Velvet CD
SUMMER Mini Album Summer Magic

Red Velvet CD
Album Vol.2 Repackage [The Perfect Red Velvet]

Red Velvet CD
Album Vol.2 [The Perfect Red Velvet]
**Part 3**

**K-Pop MD Goods – Album**

- **Seventeen Blu-Ray**
  - SEVENTEEN WORLD TOUR [ODE TO YOU] IN SEOUL BLU-RAY

- **Seventeen DVD**
  - SEVENTEEN WORLD TOUR [ODE TO YOU] IN SEOUL DVD

- **Seventeen CD**
  - Mini Album Vol.1 [The Birth Of Seven]

- **Seventeen CD**
  - Album Vol.3 [An Ode] RANDOM BEGIN REAL THEPOET TRUTH HOPE

- **Seventeen Blu-Ray**
  - 2018 SEVENTEEN CONCERT 'IDEAL CUT' IN SEOUL Blu-ray

- **Seventeen CD**
  - Mini Album Vol.6 [YOU MADE MY DAWN] (Random Ver.)

- **Seventeen CD**
  - YOU MAKE MY DAY SUN / MEET
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**K-Pop MD Goods – Album**

- **Seventeen**
  - CD: YOU MAKE MY DAY
- **Seventeen**
  - DVD: SEVENTEEN 1ST WORLD TOUR DIAMOND EDGE IN SEOULBLU-RAY
- **Seventeen**
  - CD: Special Album [DIRECTOR’S CUT’] (PLOT Ver.) (SUNSET Ver.)
- **SHINee**
  - CD: JongHyun - Album [Poet l Artist]
- **SHINee**
  - CD: Clé : LEVANTER
- **Stray Kids**
  - CD: Mini Album Vol.2 [I am WHO] (Random Ver.)
- **Stray Kids**
  - CD: Debut Album [Mixtape] Debut Album [I am NOT] (I AM Ver.) (First press) Debut Album [I am NOT] (NOT Ver.) (First press)
- **Stray Kids**
  - CD: SPECIAL ALBUM TIMELINE
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

K-Pop Goods

TWICE
Photobook
MONOGRAPH Feel Special

TWICE
CD
Feel Special

TWICE
CD
FANCY YOU

TWICE
CD
The year of Yes

TWICE
DVD
TWICELAND THE OPENING
[ENCORE] DVD

TWICE
CD
Mini Album Vol.5
[WHAT IS LOVE?] (A Ver.)

TWICE
CD
Mini Album Vol.5
[WHAT IS LOVE?] (B Ver.)

TWICE
CD
FANCY YOU
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

Winner CD
WINNER's 2020 WELCOMING COLLECTION [in BALI]

Winner DVD
WINNER EVERYWHERE TOUR ENCORE IN SEOUL

Winner CD
Mini Album Vol. 3 [CROSS] Crossroad Ver. Crosslight Ver

Winner CD
Mini Album Vol. 2 [WE] BLACK BLUE SILVER WHITE

Winner CD
Album Vol.2 [EVERYD4Y] (DAY Ver.) (NIGHT Ver.)

X1 CD
Mini Album Vol.1 [비상: QUANTUM LEAP] (비상 Ver.)

EXO DVD
EXO FROM. EXO PLANET #1 THE LOST PLANET - in SEOUL

EXO CD
OBSESSION 6TH ALBUM (OBSESSION VER.) (exo VER.)
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K-Pop MD Goods – Album

EXO CD
BACK HYUN
MINI ALBUM - City Lights

EXO CD
EXO - [PRESENT ; the moment]

EXO CD
CHEN - Mini Album Vol.2
[Dear my dear] (Random Ver.)

EXO CD
SE HOON & CHAN YEOL
MINI ALBUM - What a life

EXO CD
Album Vol.5
DON'T MESS UP MY TEMPO

EXO CD
REPACKAGE
LOVE SHOT

EXO CD
CBX - Mini Album Vol.2
[Blooming Days] (Blooming Ver.)

EXO CD
2017 Winter Special Album
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**K-Pop MD Goods – Album**

**EXO**
- CD Album Vol.4 Repackage [THE WAR: The Power of Music] (Korean Ver.)
- CD Winter Special Album [For Life]
- CD Album Vol.2 Repackage [LOVE ME RIGHT] (Korean Ver.)
- CD EXO - Vol.1 [XOXO] Repackage (Kiss Ver.)

**Super Junior**
- CD Album Vol.9 Repackage [TIMELESS] (Random Ver.)
- CD Album Vol.9 [Time_Slip] (LeeTeuk Ver.) (SiWon Ver.) (YeSung Ver.)
- CD Album Vol.8 Repackage [REPLAY]
- CD Album Vol.8 Repackage [REPLAY] (Kihno Album)
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

SUPER M CD
MINI ALBUM

TVXQ! CONCERT -CIRCLE-

TVXQ Photobook
LIFE IS A JOURNEY

TVXQ CD
[New Chapter #2: The Truth of Love] random

TVXQ Photobook

TVXQ! CONCERT -CIRCLE-
#with

WANNERONE Blu-Ray
[DVD] WORLD TOUR ONE: THE WORLD IN SEOUL (3DISC)

A B C

[New Chapter #1 : The Chance of Love]

LIFE IS A JOURNEY

NEW CHAPTER
\#with
K-Pop MD Goods – Album

WANNERONE CD
WANNA ONE) - 1÷χ=1 (UNDIVIDED) SPECIAL ALBUM

WANNERONE DVD
WANNA-ONE X SUMMER PACKAGE

WANNERONE DVD
Premier Fan-Con DVD

WANNERONE Blu-Ray
Premier Fan-Con DVD

WANNERONE CD
Mini Album Vol.2
[0+1=1(I PROMISE YOU)] (Day Ver.)

WANNERONE CD
Mini Album Vol.2
[0+1=1(I PROMISE YOU)] (Night Ver.)

WANNERONE CD
To Be One Prequel Repackage Album
[1-1=0(NOTHING WITHOUT YOU)]

WANNERONE CD
To Be One Prequel Repackage Album
[1-1=0(NOTHING WITHOUT YOU)]

WANNERONE CD
Mini Album Vol.1
[1x1=1(TO BE ONE)] (Sky Ver.)
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

VIXX
CD
Album Vol.3 [EAU DE VIXX] (Black Ver.) (KINO Album)

VIXX
CD
Album Vol.3 [EAU DE VIXX] (Black Ver.) (KINO Album)

VIXX
CD
Album Vol.3 [EAU DE VIXX] (Red Ver.) (KINO Album)

VIXX
CD
Album Vol.3 [EAU DE VIXX] (Red Ver.) (KINO Album)

BLOCK B
DVD
2018 Blockbuster [Montage]

BLOCK B
CD
2018 Blockbuster [Re;Montage]

BTOB
CD
Jung Ilhoon - Mini Album Vol.1 [Big wave]

BTOB
CD
Album Vol.2 [Brother Act.]
Part 3

K-Pop MD Goods – Album

EXID CD
Single Album [Do it tomorrow]

Girl friend CD
Mini Album Vol.6 [TIME FOR THE MOON NIGHT]
(Moon Ver.) (Night Ver.) (Time Ver.)

Monsta X CD
[THE CONNECT : DEJAVU] RANDOM

INFINITE CD
Album Vol.3 [TOP SEED]

Lovelyz CD
Mini Album Vol.4 [治癒]
Thank you